The presence of spiral structure in isolated galaxies is a problem that has only been partially explained by theoretical models. Because the rate and pattern of star formation in the disk must depend only on mechanisms internal to the disk, we may think of the spiral galaxy as a self-regulated system far from equilibrium. This paper uses this idea to look at a reaction-diffusion model for the formation of spiral structures in certain types of galaxies. In numerical runs of the model, spiral structure forms and persists over several revolutions of the disk.
Introduction
The problem of how spiral structures form in galaxies is one that has often been studied (for a general overview of the subject, see Binney & Tremaine (1987) ), and can be divided into two aspects. The first is that of temporary structures -excitations of modes in the disk -which are most likely caused by passing galaxies. Here the phenomenon seems to involve density waves (Lin & Shu 1964 , 1966 Toomre & Toomre 1972 ). However, this paper is devoted to the second part of the problem, namely, that of spiral structures in isolated galaxies. Because these spirals are seen in blue light, but not red (Gerola & Seiden 1978; Gerola, Schulman & Seiden 1979; Schulman & Seiden 1986 Schulman 1993) , they must be an artifact of star formation itself, and are not primarily density waves. Other models -such as those built on propagating star formation (Arnett & Muller 1976 ) -either oversimplify the physics involved or need finely tuned parameters to match observations.
In this paper, we give a model of spiral structure in isolated galaxies based on the idea of star formation as part of a network of self-regulated and autocatalyzed reactions (Smolin 1996; Freund 1997) . Recently, there has been a great deal of both theoretical and experimental work studying how non-equilibrium systems in chemistry and biology produce patterns in both time and space. This has included looking at both the organic -such as bacterial colonies (Ben-Jacob 1993 , the differentiation of cell types (Kauffman 1993) , and the formation of embryonic structure in multicellular organisms (Meinhardt 1982; Kauffman 1993 ) -as well as the inorganic -the BZ reaction (Zaikin & Zhabotinsky 1970) , diffusion limited aggregation (Langer 1989; Ben-Jacob & Garik 1990) , and self-organized critical systems , 1988 . There have been many successes in reproducing patterns in the laboratory, and these models typically share both partial differential equations and discrete elements such as cellular automata. But most of this work in non-equilibrium systems has been after the main work on the formation of structures in astronomy. Thus one might seek to apply this work to patterns seen in the sky, such as spiral structures.
Because we are studying the process in isolated galaxies, we know that the formation must be caused by events within the disk, rather than by the actions of outside players. The isolated galactic spiral is also far from equilibrium, and there is a differentiation of material into stars and clouds of gases whose distribution varies over space and time. In addition, star formation happens at a constant rate, as averaged across the disk. This is a clue that the process is regulated by a feedback loop to maintain this constancy (for evidence of this mechanism, see (Cox & Franco 1983; Franco & Shore 1984; Habe, Ikeuchi, & Tanaka 1984; Silk & Wyse 1985; Dopita 1985; McKee 1989; Burkert & Hensler 1990) , as well as the papers of Parravano and co-workers cited below). These characteristics are shared by other types of non-equilibrium systems. Below, we list the predominant features that these kinds of networks of reactions have in common, along with examples of the same behavior in galactic disks.
• Steady state system There is a slow (relative to the dynamical time scales) and steady flow of energy, and perhaps matter running through it. In spiral galaxies, star formation proceeds at a constant rate, averaged over the disk, for time scales on the order of 10 10 years. The fact that this is greater than the time scales of the actual star formation process (10 7 years) implies that the slow and steady rate is regulated by feedback mechanisms.
• Non-equilibrium system The steady state is far from thermodynamic equilibrium, and there is a coexistence of several species or phases of matter, which exchange matter and energy among themselves through closed cycles. The galactic disk is not a uniformly dense clump of material at thermal equilibrium, but instead is divided into gases at different temperatures and stars of various mass. These species exchange matter: massive stars supernova to form warm gas, which can cool and then condense into new stars.
• Feedback mechanisms The rates at which material flows around these cycles are governed by feedback loops that have arisen during the organization of the system into the steady state. An example of this is suggested by Parravano and collaborators (Parravano 1988 (Parravano , 1989 Parravano, Rosenzweig & Teran 1990; Mantilla Ch. & Parravano 1991) , which explains how the average pressure in the interstellar medium (ISM) is maintained. They argue that there are two phases, the warm gas of the ambient phase, and the cooler gas of the condensed phase, with a phase boundary in the pressure-temperature plane. Ultraviolet radiation from the supernovae of massive stars heats the gas, which prevents the condensation of newer stars, so the supernova rate goes down, allowing new massive stars to form (and so the supernova rate will increase again). This feedback mechanism keeps the gas on the phase boundary.
• Autocatalytic reaction networks Any substances that serve as catalysts or repressors of reactions in the network are themselves produced by reactions inside the network. Suppose we look at the condensation of giant molecular clouds (GMCs). This is catalyzed by dust grains produced by cool giant stars, shielding the clouds and providing sites for molecular binding, and carbon and oxygen, which may cool the clouds by radiation from the rotational modes of CO molecules. The condensation is inhibited by ultraviolet radiation from massive stars, as described by the Parravano process mentioned above.
• Separation in space There may be spatial segregation of the different phases or materials in the cycles. This occurs when the inhibitory and catalytic influences propagate over different distance scales. At the smallest scale, this means the production of certain substances may be subject to refractory periods -once production has occurred in a local region, it will not be repeated there for some period of time. For the influences in the process of GMC condensation, dust grains, carbon and oxygen propagate only over distances of about 100 parsecs (how far supernovae and massive stars can spread their products) while UV radiation can travel over much of the galactic disk.
As can be seen, there is evidence that we can think of spiral structure in isolated galaxies to be a product of a self-organized, autocatalyzed network of reactions in the star formation process. Given a system with the characteristics listed above, there are models which can describe the spatial structure, the most typical of which is the reaction-diffusion model (Turing 1952; Meinhardt 1982; Kauffman 1993 ). In the next section, we develop models along these lines for spiral structure in isolated galaxies; the first is a simple one-zone model that does not take into account spatial variation across the disk, a factor that is included in the second, reaction-diffusion model (Smolin 1996; Freund 1997 ).
Theoretical aspects

One-zone model
We briefly outline the processes necessary to start star formation. Cold clouds of the GMCs condense out of the ISM, forming distributions of gas and dust that are apparently scale-invariant. As mentioned above, the condensation is helped along by the actions of dust, carbon and oxygen, while it can be impeded by UV radiation from massive stars. The Parravano process may place some limitations on the amount of condensation. Typical time scales for the inhibition are about 10 7 years, the average life span of massive stars, after which the supernova rate and the UV radiation flux will die off. Once the GMCs start to condense, then their cores may collapse to form stars. This collapsing is brought on by shockwaves from supernovae or HII regions 1 , and so have the same length scale as the propagation of dust by supernovae, or about 100 parsecs. Once the stars are formed, they can inhibit the infall of gas by the stellar wind or UV radiation produced by the star (Adams, Lizano & Shu 1987; Lada & Shu 1990 ). These effects occur on short length scales, about the size of one cloud complex, and are reduce the star forming efficiency of the clouds down to a few percent.
We must take the processes occurring in the galactic disk and abstract them to produce a viable mathematical model. One way we can simplify the system is to take the continuous spectrum of star types and break it up to those massive stars that can supernova (and thus provide matter and radiation back into the system) and those lighter stars that cannot. We will be neglecting the fact that these lighter stars can return matter to the ISM, so in our model, they will simply act as a matter sink. There is also the Parravano process, where there is matter exchange between the cold gas of the GMCs and the warmer ambient gas, due to heating and cooling. We can summarize the flows of material in Figure 1 . Our variables are
Variable Description c Cold gas in GMCs w
Warm, ambient gas s
Massive stars d
Light stars r Density of UV radiation h Density of shockwaves from supernovae Now, we take this model of the material flows in the galactic disk, and write them in a system of equations:ċ
As mentioned above, only massive stars are adding material to the ISM, through the mechanism of supernovae -we are ignoring the fact that light stars add material via evaporation. There are a few other simplifications which have been used to arrive at these equations. The impact of catalyzers to GMC condensation such as dust and carbon is neglected to avoid parameters that depend on metal concentrations. The Parravano process has been replaced by a negative feedback, supressed by the density of UV radiation r. Since we wish to study the idea that instability in the steady state leads to pattern formation, we do not want the flucuations around the equilibrium state that the thermostat-type action of the process would cause. Instead, we put in a feedback loop that evolves to a steady state with constant flows of material. We summarize the parameters of the equations in the table given below.
Parameter Description τ Lifetime of typical massive star α Rate for GMCs to condense from warm gas per unit density of w δ Rate of warm gas accretion onto the galactic disk β(µ)
Formation rate of massive (light) stars per unit density of c γ(γ ′ )
Rate of heating of cold gas by massive stars (UV radiation) per unit density of c φ(φ ′ )
Rate of radiation (shockwave) damping by ISM per unit density of r (or h) η(η ′ )
Rate of radiation (shockwave) production by massive stars per unit density of s
If we look at the steady-state solution of (1), i.e. setting all the time derivatives equal to zero (with the exception of the number of light stars d), we find
where c 0 is the solution(s) of the equation 2
Finally,ḋ = δ, so the light stars form at a constant rate. The total amount of material is conserved, since the rate of inflow onto the disk is equal to the rate of outflow of material from the system, to the light stars.
Reaction-diffusion model
The system of equations (1) can be useful in understanding such things as the chemical evolution in a galaxy, but there already exists a substantial literature on one-zone models in galactic evolution. Our goal here is to work with a model, similar to those in chemical and biological non-equilibrium systems, where spatial and temporal patterns are generated. In these systems, there are different length scales over which the various reactions act. The galactic disk has the same type of hierarchy, with three distance scales: L long is the scale of the whole disk, the distance the ambient gas is heated by UV radiation; L int is the scale of the distances between the cloud complexes, the distance core collapse is induced by supernovae; and L short is the scale of a single cloud, the distance new stars evaporate the GMC from which it condensed. Note that the reactions characterized by L int are catalytic, whereas those of L long and L short are inhibitive.
To incorporate the effects of these length scales and the inhomogeneities they produce, we introduce diffusion terms into the system of equations. Although diffusion is clearly appropriate for such things as the movement of material such as stars and clouds through the disk, it would be more realistic to use wave propagation to include the effects of shockwaves and radiation. However, for a first model, diffusion makes a good approximation. This can be seen from the success of models like the cellular automata model of Gerola, Seiden and Schulman (Gerola & Seiden 1978; Gerola, Schulman & Seiden 1979; Schulman & Seiden 1986 Schulman 1993) , and by Elmegreen and Thomasson (1992) , which did not directly include shockwaves, but instead catalyzed the formation of new stars by the action of previous generations of stars.
Thus, we add diffusion terms to the one-zone model above to take into account inhomogeneities, as a first approximation. We now put in diffusion into the equations for the massive stars, the UV radation and the shockwaves, then normalize all the variables, dividing by their steady-state values found above, i.e. (2)). If we reuse the same letters to avoid cumbersome notation and rewrite the one-zone model with the addition of diffusion terms, this gives us the following set of equations:
where we are now using a new set of parameters given in terms of the old by
These parameters have the following interpretations:
Parameter Description ρ Ratio of mass in massive stars to mass in warm gas in steady state ǫ Ratio of mass in cold gas to mass in warm gas in steady state α ′ Rate for condensation of cold clouds T Rate for warm gas accretion onto the galactic disk ν Rate for heating of cold gas by UV radiation σ(σ ′ )
Rate for radiation (shockwave) production
The first two parameters are unitless -ρ gives, in some sense, the efficiency of star formation and can be set to about 0.1, while ǫ should be approximately one, since about half of the gas in the Milky Way is in GMC's. To set a scale for the other parameters, we will use the lifetime of a typical massive star τ as our time scale (about 10 7 years) and L int , the average distance between cloud complexes as our length scale (around 100 parsecs). We can now estimate the range of parameters that observation would allow. Cold clouds condense at a rate about ten times more than the rate of material returning to warm gas from massive stars, so α ′ ∼ 10. Since we need to have a continuous supply of matter to the system (which comes from gas accretion onto the galaxy), the time scale of gas entering the galaxy should be somewhere between one hundred and one thousand times the lifetime of a massive star, so that T = 0.01 − 0.001. Since it takes around 10 5 years to propagate UV radiation across the disk, then the parameter ν, giving the rate of cold gas collapse due to UV radiation, is around 10 2 to 10 3 . The parameters σ and σ ′ give the time scale for the propagation of radiation and shockwaves across the galaxy. With UV radiation travelling at the speed of light, then it can cross the disk in about 10 6 years, implying σ is about 0.1. The shockwaves are slower, so we let σ ′ be around 10. The diffusion constants are in units of L 2 int /τ , so they give the square of the distance travelled in the time τ . A massive star will typically diffuse around ten light-years (as opposed to the total movement of the star, due to rotation about the center of the galaxy), which give D s ≃ 10 −3 . The shockwaves generated by the massive stars will travel about ten times as far, so D h ≃ 10, and for the radiation, we have diffusion across the entire disk, giving D r ≃ 10 5 .
Results and conclusions
Linearized analysis
Now that we have our model, we want to know if there are any structures of the right size that will arise. To do this, we consider a linearization of the model, and see if there are any instabilities.
We assume that the galaxy is two-dimensional to simplify the analysis, and expand equations (4) to linear order around the steady state (i.e. c = 1 + C + · · ·, and similarly for the other functions) to get 3Ċ
and the equationḋ = δ(1 + C + H)
We assume instabilities with a wave vector k growing with time scale λ, so that, for example, C = C 0 e λt cos(k · x). Then the equations (5) give us a matrix equation of the form M a b v b = λv a , where v a is a column vector made up of the component functions -v a = (C, S, W, R, H). We can solve this matrix equation for the eigenvalues λ, and find which modes of instability are likely to grow exponentially as a function of the parameters.
To carry out the linearization analysis, we pick an arbitrary set of parameters lying within the physical ranges, as described in Section 2.2. If we look at the maximum real eigenvalue (MRE), we get a sense of which unstable modes will grow at the fastest rate. In Figure 2 , we see a graph of the MRE of the matrix M a b as a function of the logarithm of the wavenumber k = |k|, using the values α = 20 ν = 600
and the three diffusion constants
Since we are using L int as our length scale, then we can see that from 10 −2 L int to 10 2 L int (1 to 10 4 parsecs), there are structures that grow exponentially with time scales of 1/10th the lifetime of a massive star. Outside of this range, structures are either unaffected or damped, but with very long time scales. The linearized analysis shows that we can expect to form structures of the right size, but it does not give us any sense of the parameter space. One obvious question is what happens when one or more of the parameters are varied. To answer that question, we change each of the parameters, one at a time, and plot how the MRE changes with respect to the varying parameter and log(k). These plots are given in Figures 3 through 12 4 .
Numerical simulations
After looking at the linearization analysis, to pick reasonable parameters, the equations (4) were numerically simulated using finite differencing, with the time evolution given by operator splitting. Because the diffusion constant D r used in the linearized analysis is so much larger than D h and D s , it was decided to use the mean field approximation for the UV radiation: the radiation was spread instantaneously across the galactic disk between time steps, instead of diffusing. Because the time increment used in the simulation was on the order of the light crossing time of the disk (about 10 4 years), this is not too unphysical a proposition. To take into account the effects of gravity, a constant linear velocity was given to all the material, approximating the situation in the Milky Way. This was done by adding an ω(∂/∂φ) term to each of the three Laplacians.
In our initial simulations, using the parameters listed in Section 3.1, we found that the unstable mode quickly cooled off the warm gas in times on the order of 100 million years. Because of this, the densities of warm gas became negative and the model became physically unrealistic. To avoid this problem, we found that increasing α ′ and decreasing ν reduced the rate at which warm gas fell to zero. So, in the numerical simulations that follow, we use the parameters from Section 3.1 with the replacements α ′ = 50 and ν = 100.
We present pictures of our results in Figures 13 through 19 . The initial data is given on an annulus with r min = 50L int (5 × 10 3 parsecs) and r max = 150L int (1.5 × 10 4 parsecs), and is of the form exp(−r) sin(φ) for all the various components. The disk is rotating with a constant linear speed v = 30L int /τ , which is the velocity of the Sun in the Milky Way. The boundary conditions on both edges of the annulus are that the radial derivatives are zero, i.e. there is no flux through the edges. This comes from the rationale that there are no clouds or stars infalling from the outside, and the central bulge does not interact with the disk. The run covered a time of about 120τ before numerical errors set in, a timespan of 1.2 billion years or approximately five revolutions. As one can see from the figures, spiral structure was formed and maintained throughout the run. One question that might be raised is whether the spiral structure is simply caused by the differential rotation. However, if we take the same initial data and rotate it (with no effects from the model), we do not see the same kind of final structure. We present pictures of this run, alongside those where the model is taken into account.
There are a number of future directions that this work can be taken. This run only used one specific set of initial data; one can hope that spiral formation does not depend strongly on initial conditions. We have made several runs with differing initial data, but we have not further explored this area. Since the numerical simulation only lasted about five revolutions, further refinements must be made to greatly increase its lifespan. One possibility is to understand better the dependance of the unstable modes on the parameters. Modifying the boundary conditions is another avenue to consider -for example, allowing radiation to flow in from outside the galaxy, or to have interaction between the disk and the central bulge. Also, we might alter the role of the UV radiation in the model. One consideration is that we have not given the radiation any type of radial fall-off as it leaves the source, but instead used a mean field approximation. This, unfortunately, heats the entire disk evenly. If, instead, there is a great deal of radiation in the space near the source, and little far away, this might give a more realistic feedback mechanism to inhibit star formation near the source but allow it further away. There are, of course, other ways that the model can be changed to make it more realistic, by adding in more reaction mechanisms. Notice that for α ′ < 10, there are structures with length scales of 10 7 L int (10 9 parsecs) that are enhanced, while for α ′ > 100, there are no favored unstable modes. -Change in the MRE as a function of ǫ and log(k). Here, ǫ < 0.2 gives length scales that are too large (corresponding to less than one-sixth of the gas being in the cold phase). The value of the MRE decays until it goes to zero at approximately ǫ = 12. The change in perspective is due to the fact that the MRE increases with ν. This parameter must be less than 1000 to avoid long wavelength structures being formed, giving a cold gas collapse time scale which must be more than 1/1000th the lifetime of a massive star. -21 - Fig. 19 .-The density of massive stars after 1.2 billion years. Again, the spiral structure has persisted more than in the previous picture.
